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ABSTRACT

Shock waves amplify pre-existing turbulence.

Shock tube and shock wave boundary

layer interaction experiments provide qualitative confirmation.

However, shock

pressure, temperature, and rapid transit complicate direct measurement.

Computational

simulations supplement the experimental data base and help isolate the mechanisms
responsible.

Simulations and experiments, particularly under reflected shock wave

conditions, significantly influence material mixing.

In these pseud spectral

Navier-Stokes simulations the shock wave is treated as either a movi
fitted) domain boundary.

(tracked or

The simulations assist development of codB r -Y. models.

Shock

'"^v

Hach number and pre-existing turbulence Intensity initially emerge as key parameters.

I.

INTRODUCTION
Shock waves may create turbulence (at appropriate flow Reynolds numbers).

enhance pre-existing turbulence.

Shocks may also amplify or

This phenomena is well established and recognized in shock tube and

supersonic wind tunnel experiments.

Shock wave enhancement of turbulent material mi:, ng is the central

issue in this work.
While the presence of shock waves and their substantial influence on the turbuler

flow field has

probably frustrated experimentalists for over forty years, systematic analysis appears' o have awaited the
1
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study of sonic acoustical noise generation.

Moore

and Ribner,

almost simultaneously, formulated the

theoretical interaction of a shock wave with an inviscid (Euler's equations) compressible flow field.
Ribner subsequently expanded his analysis to include spectral shack wave turbulent flow field interaction
information.

It was determined that imposition of any single one of three possible flow disturbances:

entropy (random density fluctuations), vorticity (random velocity fluctuations), or sound-acoustics (random
pressure fluctuations), give rise to all three fields after passage through a shock front.

The pre-existing

disturbance is substantially amplified and the wave phase is altered.
The first numerical studies included finite-difference methods applied to shock tube and blast wave
3
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reflection processes

and to shock-wave boundary layer interaction processes.

HcKenzie and Westphal

developed a linear theory for shock interaction with pre-existing, weakly disturbed fields using a small
perturbation to the shock jump conditions.

These informative results apply strictly to low levels of

pre-existing turbulence amplified at a plane, undeformed shock front.
Experimentally, it is evident that shock fronts deform substantially after encounters with a randomly
disturbed media.

The resulting non-linear interaction may lead to even greater disturbance amplitude

enhancement than that predicted by the linear theory.
Other pertinent theoretical/analytical work includes application of rapid (strain) distortion theory to
shock-wave turbulent boundary layer interactions.

The classic description focusing theoretical attention

on the physics of turbulence shock boundary layer interaction was probably that provided by Kovasznay's
analysis and review of physical observations nearly thirty-five years ago.
Experimentally, flow visualization techniques provide considerable insight into the shock turbulence
amplification processes associated with wave deformation, wave diffraction end consequent focusing of
* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory under Contract #W-?405-Eng-48.
*

transmitted pre-existing disturbances. '

Recently hot

o
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wire anemometry has been applied, using slack, relatively
coarse hot wires for direct measurement of fluctuating
components during shock tube shock transit.
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They are measured,

commonly, at low Mach numbers and low pressure levels of
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1 atmosphere or less. Furthermore, the instantaneous
corrections for the shock pressure resistant slackened hot
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Fig. 1.
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wire motions, the temperature jump corrections and the
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Shock wave enhanced turbulence
observed in shock tube experiments.

short duration of the test perLod of stationary flow at a
probe site add to measurement uncertainties and limits on
resolution.

The Hach number and pressure range tested ere well below those of common interest.

experimental limits of low Mach number and pressure, together with the low turbulence intensity*

The
{<!%)

developed In shock tube experiments are added reasons for developing reliable numerical simulations.
In these and subsequent figures, the shock Mach number, M , which Is the ratio of shock speed to
average "quiescent" sound speed ahead of the shock) is used as the shock strength parameter.

The other

significant parameter, local Reynolds number, is treated as an implicit variable associated with the flow
conditions.
Aside from the pressure level, flow Mach number, and probe error uncertainties, direct shock tube
measurements of turbulence are difficult to interpret properly.

The basic problem is that the total

interval of nearly stationary flow available at the prohe site la far too short to permit resolution of more
12
than 5% to 101 of the spectrum necessary to adequately describe the turbulence.
Available experimental observations on shock turbulence interaction include a substantial number of
shock turbulence boundary layer measurements.

These boundary layer data on flow separation, heat transfer,

and aerodynamic noise generation represent studies completed over the last thirty or more years. '

'

'

Unfortunately, interpretation of these boundary layer interactions require assumptions about momentum and
energy coupling and exchange mechanisms which are poorly understood at this time.

Consequently they are

subject to even greater error than the analysis of shack wave free shear turbulence interactions, discussed
.
, 12
previously.
Nonetheless, comparisons are provided here using theoretical assumption on boundary layer separation,
surface shear, and heating to supplement the available shock tube data.

In the analysis it was assumed that

there existed direct and irreversible (no thermal dissipation) coupling of the rotational momentum supplied
by shock wave

interaction to

estimates are conservative.

induce the measured

separation.

To this extent these boundary layer interaction

Larger values of shock turbulence amplification probably exist in the actual

physical situation than those estimated.

II.
A.

DISCUSSION
The Probieii
Notice that Pig. 2 shows an expanded Mach number range in comparison to that of Fig. 1, described

previously.

Figure 2 also contains the previously discussed boundary layer shock interaction amplification

* Turbulent intensity is defined here as the ratio of the root mean square of some fluctuating component,
viz. <*'>, to its long-time averaged mean value, $. It Is referred to here as a percentage of this
mean value.

data.

Par qualitative guidance a plot of results of the
5
for a y = 7/5 ideal gas, is provided.
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linear theory,

This appears as the solid curve in the figure.

tube results for random velocity (vorticity) amplification
are singled out for analysis here.

m,
(n

It can be seen that linear theory predicts peak
amplification around Hach number of 6.

This appears to be

followed by a monotonic dropoff in amplification at higher
Hach numbers.
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• Shock tube, Trolierand Duffy
(1985), Hartung and Duf>y (1986)

The shock

The small perturbation limit on the linear

• Boundary layer-shock
interaction, Mateer and Viegas (1979)
* Boundary layer-shock
interaction, Ardonceau (19B4)
and Mateer, Broih and Viegas (1976)

theory implies a limit on the intensity of the turbulence
with which the shock interacts.

The undeformed planar

shock assumption neglects effects of significant shock
wave distnrtion experimentally observed, at least for low
Mach numher.

Amplification increase with Mach number is

also Implied by the boundary layer data at least over the

Fig. 2.

modest range of experimental Mach numbers available.
The simulation requirements are, therefore,
prescribed.

Shock wave enhancement of turbulence
from shock tube and wind tunnel
boundary layer measurements.

Data is needed on the concomitant influence

of increases in Mach number and initial turbulence intensity

The mode of the initial disturbance;

vorticity, entropy, acoustical is presumed, for the time being to be less significant than its magnitude.
However, this may be examined at a later time, once information is accumulated on the Mach number and
turbulent intensity influences.

The initiation of varticity development at the shock front, the spreading

of vorticity, and viscous dissipation into heat are all considered significant in the analysis.

Hence,

unsteady viscous (Navier-Stokes), compressible, flow sirrailations are developed.

B.

Formulation
Neglecting body force, conservation of mass, momentum and energy for a viscous, heat-conducting,

calorically perfect ideal continuum fluid are expressed in Cartesian coordinates, x , i=l,2,3, for
unsteady non-uniform density, p(x , t ) , and flow velocity, u
J

+ {pu )

(x , t ) :
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In the foregoing, subscripts (,t
coordinates, respectively.

-{;

otherwise .

,j) denote partial derivatives with respect to time and spatial

The pressure is denoted by p, the specific internal energy by e and the heat

flux vector by,
J

-. - ^ . j
where k

e

•

«>

is an associated thermal conductivity coefficient that is generally a function of temperature, 9.

The stress tensor, T

, and dissipation, * are defined using Stakes' hypothesis for negligible bulk viscosity*:

* The Stokes" hypothesis in which X = - 2/3
relates first and second viscosity coefficients, is
adopted for simplicity at this stage. The possible influences of the neglected bulk viscosity may be
examined in a later stage of our analysis.
v

[(u

v

c u-\ ) - - 4

J

u

]

For a direct simulation of all fluctuating scales of motion on a computational grid, the molecular or
shear viscosity coefficient, \i , ma/ be rescaled as large as necessary to provide only viscous
dissipation at the sub-grid scale level.

All explicit motions are thereby resolved on the grid.

present trials this is accoir.plts'hsd by limiting the flow Reynolds number to 1000.

In the

The rescaled

ti = v x (scale factor) is given by,
v. = (i
Here, the wavelength \

2

u

2

\mooo

.

(7)

is prescribed to be the span width.

For a 10% post-shock flow disturbance (vortlclty) intensity, we may estimate the turbulence Reynolds
numbor at this scaled viscosity level, and from that the minimum number af modes necessary to resolve all
scales on the resulting grid.
in each space dimension.

This number is 14.

To be conservative and alias-free we prescribe 32 modes

Consistent viscous dissipation requires that the turbulent eddy conductivity must

be proportionately rescaled.

This is accomplished by specifying a unit turbulent Prandtl number, hence.
k 'scale factor = UY X

6

(8)

e

Here we have assumed a calorically perfect ideal gas with polytropic exponent, Y = " 5 .
Two pseudospectral methods are used.

The earliest coded method, a "shock-capturing" procedure is less

accurate than the second, a "shock-fitting" procedure, but is ouch easier to implement,
present trial simulation results.

The second method is under current development.

tt provides the

Both will be outlined.

Use of pseudospectral methods for shock-turbulence interaction studies is in part stimulated by the recent
inviscid (Euler equation) developments of Zang et al.

'

Our work extends this to study of viscous

(Havier-Stokes) flow.
In both the shock capturing and shock fitting procedures, the viscous conservation equations,
Eqs. (l)-(3), ace expanded in a two-dimensional Cartesian, x,y (strearawise, spanwise) plane.

For

computational convenience, the following dimensionless variables are introduced:
p = p tp

. u,v •= u ,v /u

"2"2'

"2"2'

(9)

while x.y = (x ,y )x(2Wfc>.
In the foregoing, superscript zeroes designate
dimensional variables, while barred variables with
subscript " 2 " refer to mean values behind the advancing
shock, S, shown as a vertical line in Fig. 3.
wavelength, \ ,

The

is the spanwise dimension of the

computational grid, with periodic boundary conditions
applied at extremura.

Inflow boundary conditions

Fig. 3.

supporting an advancing plane shock at prescribed Mach
number are applied at x = 0.

Sketch of flow and computational
configuration for Method 1.

Impermeable wall boundary

conditions are applied at the right-hand boundary (x = X with reference to Pig. 3 ) .
In the Cartesian plane the conservation equations (1), (2>, and (3) are expanded in the form of vectors:

A, 8, C, V:
(10)

S.„ + C .
whose components are the respective derivative terras produced from expanding Eqs. C D

through (3).

Considering space limitations, discussion is restricted to outlining the procedure through use of the

symbolic vector operator Form given by Eq. (10).

For more algebraic detail, a somewhat parallel vector

formulation is provided in Ref. 18 for pseudospectral Euler equation simulations on Kelvin-Helmholtz and
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities.

Specialized treatment of the viscous stress terms and the operational

algebra will appear in subsequent publications.
In Method I, the "shock capturing" procedure, artificial viscosity, q, and necessary, albeit, limited,
selective high wave number filtering add sufficient viscous damping for stability.

These factors compensate

for the neglected von Heumann-Richtmyer artificial viscosity.
At each discrete time interval Hat, for t > 0, the shock wave bounded spatially continuous
functions:

u, p, e, etc. are represented streamwise by truncated Chebyshev series and spanwise by

truncated Fourier series.

Dependent variables and their derivatives are given by their spectral

representations with respect to these basis functions following PPT projection into the phase plane.
Symbolically, the compound two dimensional basis function operations ire given by the series truncated at
P,M s 32 in our tests:
P
*

N

(x, y, t) = T ^
p=0

H
V ^ *

N

<p, m, t) T

(y) exp {2irim *}

(11)

m=0

Here the Chebyshev function is represented by, T

(y) = cos (p cos-I
"• y ) .

Inverse FFT transformation to the physical plane precedes evaluation of the non-linear products:
u'u, u*v, u*u, , etc.

The spatially dependent terms, derivatives and products form the right hand

side of the symbolic operational tendency equations (10).

Subsequently the tendency equation is updated

from Nflt to (H + Dfit, explicitly in time, using a third order Runge-Kutta procedure.
Convergence of the procedure requires operations approaching H In V for the Kth truncation rather than
p

required for the most rapid polynomial discretization operations.
The first procedure outlined introduces errors from the ill-posed shock-discontinuity which grossly

violates the continuous and smooth characteristic functional behavior strictly required for spectral
methods.

Global oscillations develop from the localised discontinuous interruption of functional smoothness

at shock fronts and boundaries.

Gibb's phenomena and, perhaps, to a lesser extent, numerically diffusive

spreading of the shock wave over two or more grid points in the shock capturing procedure contaminate the
numerical results.
To limit this error contamination and recover the resolution potentially available for continuous and
smooth '[uninterrupted) functional behavior of all dependent variables, the discontinuous shock wave Front,
S, should be treated as a moving outer boundary to the computational domain.

The second method, suggested

difficulty, although at the cost of a considerable increase in the computational and formulation affort.
In Method 2 {with reference to Fig. 4) the computational domain in x,y space is split into two
regions.

Region 2 is downstream of a moving shock front, S, and Region 1 is upstream.

The initial vortical

disturbance is applied ahead of the advancing shock front, as depicted, similar to Method 1.
discontinuous shock boundary is now a moving outer boundary to Region 1.

However, the

The Rankine-Kugoniot jump

conditions instantaneously prescribe the motion and
deformation of this boundary and simultaneously
establish boundary conditions on the interior solution
of the shocked domain (Region 1 ) . The ill-posedness is
offset by requiring, at each discrete time interval, a
19
method-of-characteristies
compatibility between
the to-be-determined shock front position, the jump
conditions, the downstream conditions and the upstream
(subsonic, hence influentially elliptic) conditions.

The

shock profile and position is determined in x, y, and t
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computational
i onfiguration for shock-fitting
Method 2.

compatible with these conditions through a method-of-characteristlcs shock-fitting procedure adapted from
20
stationary shock solutions
but modified by use of the appropriate acceleration as opposed to stationary
^ , front
.. conditions.
..-..•
16,1?
shock
c

A key step in Method 2 which provides for shock deformation from non-uniform flow is the mapping from
the fixed Cartesian x,y coordinate system to a moving coordinate system, x, y.
tracking and fitting the shock front profile x

The mapping involves

(y, t ) .

The remapped configuration space with the shock as an outer boundary is defined by
X = x

(t)/(x

o

(t)>

<y, t)

and

Y = y/v*

as indicated in Fig, *, while the corresponding contravariant velocity components are computed from,
•i

;

. ..1 »
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«

. J ;
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c. Results

artificial viscosity, "Q" (and corresponding neglect of
physical viscosity, |i s 0 ) ,

.

.

.

* Zano, Hussairii, Kopriva,
Salas, BuihneJI. (1983, 1984),
shock fitting numerical simulations
• Present results, shock capturing
for "zero viscosity" (Method 1.)

Method 1 provides "inviscid" results by use of an

Q is quadratlcatly

- Envelope of shock tube and
boundary layer experiments

proportional to the grid mesh collocation streamwise
spacing at the shock front in parallel with the pro adure
used for the hybrid Euler-Lagrange pseudospectral
18
instability results.
These results are plotted as
the filled diamond symbols for various Mach numbors in
Fig. 5.

They are compared with the Zang et al.

'

results for inviscid shock-fitting and the linearized
theoretical results of HcKenzie and Westphai
Zang et al. match closely.

which

The experimental data are

M.

enveloped by the cross hatched region on the plot.
Significantly more amplification of the initial

Fig. 5.

disturbance at low Mach number and more dissipation

Shock wave enhancement of turbulenceComparison of simulations, experiment
and linear theory in inviscid flow.

at higher Mach number are pre-licted from our present
"inviscid" but artifically spread, "Q"-demped, shock-capturing results

These results are, of course,

somewhat suspect because of the numerical contamination associated with shock capturing, discussed previously.
Figures 6 and 7 show the absolute (rms) values of vorticity at specified positions behind *he shock
front in comparison to the initial disturbance level (indicated by the arrow designation at the shock
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Simulations of v o r t i c i t y amplification
by a Hacb 2 shock wave at several
positions behind shocV. in viscous flow.

FlS-

Simulations of v o r t i c i t y amplification
by a Kach 6 shock wave at several
positions behind shock in viscous flow.
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These results are for Hach Nos. 2 and 6,

respectively.

This initial levsl is the perturbation

-

value applied in the quiescent free stream ahead of
the shock.

,

,

1

1

r

Present numerical results using shock capturing
(Method 1
Inviscid —
Viscous —

These viscous flow results are developed

over a period of time sufficiently long so as to
entrain and amplify the entirety of the ambient
J

-Envelope on shock tube and
boundary layer experiments
Linear theory
i
McKenzie and Westphal (1968)-'

3 -

upstream initial disturbance.
In a summary plot, Fig. 8, we show the results
of the viscous flow simulations at several Hach
numbers within the Mach numbrr range from H„ = 2
to 10.

M,

The inviscid Method 1 results (diamonds) are

plotted in comparison to the viscous Method 1 results
(triangles).

Pig. 8.

The linear theory is shown as a solid

Shock wave enhancement jf turbulence.
Comparison of simulations, experiment
and linear theory in viscous flow.

curve.
Generally, the viscous results appear to predict more shock deformation at low Mach number and more
dissipation, with relatively decreased amplification at higher mach number in comparison to the inviscid
results for Method 1.
It is the intent here to further examine this shock interaction as a function of initial disturbano
intensity and Hach number effect.

The current analysis will make use of the potentially more accurate

viscous, shock-fitting results of Method 2.

Subsequently, substantially higher resolution, hence higher

Reynolds number flows may be simulated by use of increased modal resolution.

In this regard, about a

256x256 resolution in modal expansion appears to be necessary to provide results equivalent for flow
Reynolds numbers slightly greater than 12000 in future computations.

P.

Summary
In our, admittedly, preliminary results we have learned several, useful pieces of information pertaining

to shock amplification of initial flow disturbances.

We submit the following:

Intensely disturbed initial flows distort low Hach number shock waves severely.

Thoy consequently

generate substantial amplification of the disturbance and intensify mixing behind to shock.

Shock

front break-up, and resulting diffraction and focusing of incident disturbances appear significant.
The dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy, however, is also substantially enhanced by
transition through a shock wave.

Hence the duration of the shock-enhanced turbulent kinetic energy

may be reduced, particularly as shock strength increases.
The captured finite shock front locally contaminates numerical results with low-order errors when
using spectral projection or any discrete numerical method with an artificial viscosity.
*
•

Spectral projection methods amplify these local shock front errors globally.
A shock-fitting procedure, treating the shock front as a real boundary to the computational domain,
appears to be the appropriate method for alleviating these spread shock wave induced errors.
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